CSO as Co-Founder / Product Manager / Entrepreneur in Residence
(m/f/d)
Vertical Scale is a Berlin-based startup incubator and technology consulting company. With an international team of
developers, scientists and entrepreneurs, we support companies to apply latest technologies in Artificial Intelligence to
their operating business model. Among others, our cooperation partners include SMEs, corporates, universities and
investors.
Currently, we establish our Data Science service line which provides SaaS and other solutions in the field of Machine
Learning, Artificial Intelligence and Neural Networks. We already developed a comprehensive software package which is
ready for sale. In the next months, we are looking forward to establishing a series of business corporations.
These will be your tasks
•You will be responsible for setting up operations, building the team and developing business activities
•You will establish industry cooperation, proof business models and act as the product owner in order to form a working
company from the ground up
•You will work closely together with the software development team and act as the link between business and tech
experts
•You will enable ideas by experimenting with many techniques to evaluate the most suitable option; if a solution exists
and if the business case is validated, it will be further developed into a product
•You will become part of the Vertical Scale management team, which includes becoming a project and key account
manager for our clients
You're offering these qualifications
•Outstanding degree (M.Sc., MBA, PhD) at a top university in business, economics, law, technology or similar subject
•Relevant work experience at a top-tier Investment Banking, Venture Capital, Private Equity, start-up or consulting firm
•Proven track record of personal, academic and professional achievements
•Strong structural and analytical skills with the ability to set up efficient and robust business processes
•Proactive self-starter with entrepreneurial drive and the ability to achieve goals in a fast-paced environment
•Useful, but not a must-have: knowledge in machine learning and artificial intelligence
•Good English and/or German skills
We're offering these benefits
•Competitive salary + stock options from the beginning
•Flexible working hours from the beginning
•You will work directly with the management team on upcoming challenges and projects
•You will get the opportunity to implement your own ideas and to fully develop your potential
•You will be part of a young, international, open-minded and dynamic team
Since we are a young company (established in 2017), we have a start-up working atmosphere. We offer infinite
opportunities for you to grow individually and collectively with us, as fits your career goals. We are looking forward to
getting to know you!

